VENTECE MINDY

230v
500 W
433.92 MHz

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

- Miniaturised control units with pass-through installation
- IP55 protection.
- With integrated 433.92 MHz radio receiver, with over 4.5 billion combinations.
- Climate sensor as optional extra
- For motors max. 500 W.
- Options include up to 240 zones
- Multiple Colours
- Remote Wall Holder
- Remote Table Holder
- Memorises up to 30 transmitters.
- Internal connection terminal board.
- Controls the new climatic sensors Volo S-Radio for synchronised commands.
- Working time can be programmed from a minimum of 4 minutes to a maximum of 4 hours

PRODUCT SUMMARY

Control unit for pass through installations for one 230 VAC motor up to 500 W, with built-in radio controller receiver.

It has two programming modes and programmable working time.

It is termed miniaturised due to its compact nature - just 98x26x20mm offering a wide variety of installation options.

MODES available

Mode I: ASCENT - STOP - DESCENT
Mode II: STEP-BY-STEP – ASCENT ONLY DESCENT ONLY - STOP.

DIMENSIONS

Length: 92mm
Height: 26mm
Depth: 20mm

PRODUCT CODES

EG-C-MINDY Mindy Miniaturised Control Unit 433.92 MHz